**RULER OF THE MONTH CLUB** at The Quilters Studio

Get exclusive ruler kits and tutorials delivered straight to your local quilt shop each month! The HQ Ruler of the Month Club is a great opportunity to challenge your quilting skills and build ruler work confidence. Each month in the six-month series features a debut acrylic ruler paired with mentorship from your local shop, access to step-by-step video instructions and design ideas.

**BENEFITS:**
- You’ll be introduced to new ruler styles and techniques!
- Learn with others!
- Support your local quilt store!
- You receive a savings of over $44 total for the 6 rulers!
- Professional Videos and education for each ruler!
- Special club-member gift for each series!

REGISTRATION FEE: $15.00
RULER COST: Varies each Series (between $24.99-34.99)

Club is held the 4th Saturday of EACH month during the series; 1:30-3:30. We set up the machines (HQ Amara and HQ16 Sit Down and domestic). There is a brief discussion at the beginning of club and the rest of the time you will have hands-on time on the machine(s) of your choice.

**OCTOBER 2019 – MARCH 2020 RULER OF THE MONTH**

October 2019

November 2019

December 2019

*More pictures to come...*